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Paris is the worldâ€™s most preferred tourist destination. This capital city of France has several must
see places to keep you hooked all throughout the tour. Located on River Seine, Paris is one of the
major cities in the world because of its cultural centers, leading business houses and loads of other
features like entertainment, science, arts, media, fashion, education and politics, making Paris a
global city.

Rightly termed as the â€œCity of Lightâ€•, Paris has many different things to satisfy many different people.
The cosmopolitan nature, the magic and grandness of the Eiffel Tower, the Notre Dame of Paris,
France allures a number of visitors from around the world to visit these landmarks.

Probably, Paris France has several familiar landmarks unlike any other city across the globe. Thus,
first time visitors usually arrive in this French capital with all kinds of expectations like spending a
romantic evening along River Seine, taking pleasure in the grand vistas, weighty discussion in the
cafes, a freaking night out. You can easily find beautiful Paris France hotels. If you are visiting for a
while, then you can find out short stay Paris hotels everywhere.

Apart from the cosmopolitan side of Paris, one can also view the great architectural styles evident in
most buildings. All of which depict the various styles of architecture present in the entire city. Major
Paris attractions include the Arc de Triomphe, Pont Neuf, La Defense, Jardin Du Luxenburg,
Versailles Palace, Notre Dame Cathedral, Louvre Museum, Place de la Concorde, Centre
Pompidou, Opera de Paris Garnier, Sacre-Coeur, Eiffel Tower, Jardin des Tuileries, Musee dâ€™Orsay.

There are several museums in Paris. Some of the major museums that make to the list of Paris
attractions include the most remarkable and most visited museum in the world, the Louvre. The
Louvre holds a massive collection of the most unbelievable artifacts, sculptures and paintings.
There are 8 departments in the museum including Roman Antiquities, Etruscan, Prints and
Drawings, Paintings, Decorative Arts, Islamic Art and Sculpture etc.

Um is known to house some of the most striking pieces of art like La Joconde or Mona Lisa, the
Venus de Milo statue, the works by Auguste Rodin and Pablo Picasso. Paris is also recognized for
its historic and cultural heritage and well known for its fashion. There are several well-liked global
fashion brands like Guerlain, Yves Saint Laurent, Lâ€™Oreal, Lancome, Chanel, Clarin, Christian Dior
and so on.

Perhaps another important reason why Paris allures a large number of travelers is its lip smacking
cuisine. Paris serves a great diversity of meals that delight each and every visitor. You can find a
wide variety of amazing ingredients and flavors. All sorts of mixing that starts from delicious cheese
to fresh bread to creamy chocolates and pastries are found everywhere. There are several
restaurants that provide international and national cuisine to choose. Come and visit Paris and find
out the true charm of this French capital.

With rich history and culture, interesting cultural heritage, delicious cuisine, luxurious style of
fashion, Paris houses several cheap hotels to make each and every visitor comfortable. You can
find information of Paris cheap hotels online.

With the presence Paris Cheap hotels, you can definitely make a budget friendly trip to Paris
France. Paris Hotels come replete with different services to make your trip an enjoyable and
unforgettable one.
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John Bot - About Author:
For more information to a Paris France and a Travel to Paris please visit www.parisfrance.com
today.
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